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Chairman Poe, Ranking Member Keating, and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, thank you on behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies’ Center on Sanctions and Illicit Finance for the chance to testify before you today.

As a think tank analyst who focuses on the Arab Gulf monarchies, I have concluded that several of America’s allies in the Middle East – namely, Qatar, Turkey, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia – are best characterized as America’s frenemies on the issue of terror finance: important partners on some issues that pursue problematic or adversarial positions over terror finance emanating from their territories. As such, I will devote a significant portion of my testimony today to documenting these countries’ negligence on combating private terror finance and recommending steps that Washington can take to highlight and disincentivize such harmful conduct.

However, because we are joined by Diane Foley here today, I would first like to take the opportunity to seriously grapple with the challenge posed to American interests by the problem of non-state terrorists who increasingly use kidnapping for ransom to fund their violent activities.

The toll that kidnapping takes on victims, families, employers, and their communities is immense. Perhaps because the magnitude of this toll is so difficult for the rest of us to fully comprehend, I believe that there is a tendency for policymakers to be somewhat callous or even Pollyannaish by presuming that this problem can be addressed without a serious new investment of resources and rethinking of U.S. policies in this issue area. And all this must be done without letting the heinous crimes of terrorists exert control over our decisions by forcing under- or over-reactions in American foreign policy.

I believe that the Obama administration’s new policies for addressing hostage issues are a big step in the right direction that should be applauded. However, they fall short in one critical area by failing to articulate a coherent and viable new strategy to deter foreign governments, in both Europe and the Gulf, from allegedly continuing to pay direct or indirect state ransoms to terrorists on a massive scale.

I believe I witnessed a starker version of such wishful thinking as a one-time staffer on this Committee. I watched with astonishment as my boss and mentor, the late Chairman Tom Lantos (D, CA), put his arm around the wife of an Israeli soldier kidnapped by Hezbollah and inaccurately promised her that America would help bring her husband home alive. Sadly, we later learned that her husband had already passed away, having succumbed to wounds incurred when he was captured.

Rather than letting ourselves be blinded by optimism or idealism, we must recognize that U.S. policy today is failing to deter our own allies from fueling the terrorist threat by irresponsibly rewarding kidnapping for ransom at a state level.

Finally, while this hearing will also focus on the terror finance challenge of antiquities trafficking by violent groups such as the Islamic State (IS), I will defer to the other witnesses in this regard. I would also like to note that FDD’s Center on Sanctions and Illicit Finance has a forthcoming comprehensive report in which coauthors Yaya Fanusie and Alex Joffe analyze the strategic role of antiquities trafficking in financing the Islamic State.
Why Do Ransoms and Private Donations Matter?

While terrorist groups that now hold large swaths of territory such as the Islamic State have access to more lucrative potential sources of income – such as oil smuggling, local extortion, and bank robberies – ransoms from kidnapping as well as private terror finance from foreign donors or financial facilitators still represent an irreplaceable part of the terrorists’ financial network and lifecycle.

These unique sources of income provide the critical seed funding needed for terrorist groups to establish themselves and begin to conquer that lucrative territory in the first place, as was the case for al-Qaeda’s branches in North Africa and in Syria. In other cases, donations and ransoms have provided an essential lifeline to established terrorist organizations that have fallen on hard times, sustaining the Islamic State’s forerunner, al-Qaeda in Iraq, after the surge and until its resurgence by exploiting Syria’s civil war. Such funding sources similarly enabled al-Qaeda’s branch in Yemen to recover from an American-backed counterinsurgency campaign, conquering new territory and positioning al-Qaeda for a more recent resurgence by taking advantage of Yemen’s latest civil war this past year.

Donations and kidnapping for ransom play a greater role in al-Qaeda’s internal finances than for the Islamic State, but they are expected to play an increasingly important role in IS’s finances as well once coalition efforts to deprive it of the benefits of territory and oil smuggling begin to take effect. In addition, a senior Treasury Department official noted earlier this year that “externally raised funds” play a unique role in funding terrorist activity because they “are used frequently to finance the travel of extremists to Syria and Iraq,” where tens of thousands of fighters have left their homes in over 90 countries to join up with IS or al-Qaeda.¹

Part I. Kidnapping for Ransom by Terrorist Groups

Kidnapping for ransom by terrorist groups is a growing problem, and one only has to consider the courageous life of Diane’s son James Foley to recognize the human toll this malicious practice can exact. According to European hostages of the Islamic State who survived to tell of their experiences because ransoms were paid in their cases, Foley was singled out, even among the American hostages, for the group’s worst torture. Yet even though he and the other Americans were starved for an extended period on the equivalent of just a teacup of food per day, he shared his limited rations with fellow prisoners.² Further, none of this could have transpired except

because Foley chose to report on the Syrian people’s suffering after having previously been held hostage in Libya in 2011.³

According to President Obama’s chief counterterrorism advisor Lisa Monaco, over thirty Americans were being held hostage abroad as of June 2015.⁴ Several of those individuals are still being held by state sponsors of terrorism or by non-state terror groups. For instance, the Taliban is believed to be holding hostage the American Caitlin Coleman, the baby she gave birth to in captivity, and Caitlin’s husband, Canadian Joshua Boyle.⁵

In 2012, Washington’s top official for combating terror finance cited kidnapping for ransom (KFR) as “today’s most significant source of terrorist financing.”⁶ Since then, al-Qaeda and the Islamic State have conquered more territory and thus have other, larger sources of revenue, but their proceeds from KFR have only increased.⁷

Indeed, in October 2014 a report by U.N. counterterrorism officials emphasized that “the use of kidnapping for ransom as a tactic continues to grow, as does the revenue generated therefrom by groups associated with Al-Qaida.”⁸ The British Foreign Office similarly notes that kidnappers’ demands have also increased in value.⁹

U.S. government figures compiled by Rukmini Callimachi of the New York Times indicate that ransoms paid to terrorist groups totaled roughly $165 million from 2008 through 2014. $125 million of that went to al-Qaeda and its direct affiliates, of which $66 million was paid in 2013 alone.¹⁰ The Islamic State is believed to have received between $20 million and $45 million in ransoms during 2014.¹¹ However, the group often chooses to execute foreign hostages when a ransom is not paid or for vicious propaganda purposes instead.

³ Lawrence Wright, “Five Hostages,” The New Yorker, July 6, 2015. (http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/07/06/five-hostages)
KFR has greater importance for al-Qaeda than IS, with U.N. experts recently describing it as “the core al-Qaida tactic for generating revenue.” U.S. officials warned in 2014 that “ransoms have become the main source of funding for al-Qaeda-related groups in Yemen and North Africa, and an important source for such groups in Syria and Iraq.” According to captured al-Qaeda documents, the group’s central command in Pakistan is directly involved in overseeing hostage talks as far afield as Africa.

Perhaps because al-Qaeda’s donors are rarely focused on causes in North Africa, the group’s branch there, al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), carved out a role as “the al-Qa’ida affiliate that has likely profited most from kidnapping for ransom.” The group got its start with €5 million in seed funding from a German government ransom for 32 European hostages in 2003. Since 2010, AQIM has reportedly brought in between $75 million and $91.5 million from KFR alone, helping fuel its territorial expansion in northern Mali.

Similarly, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), “used ransom money it received for the return of European hostages to finance its over $20 million campaign to seize territory in Yemen between mid-2011 and mid-2012.” Internal documents suggest that at one point over half of AQAP’s budget was funded by KFR.

Other non-state terror groups that have purportedly received ransoms of $10 million or more have included the Nusra Front, al-Shabaab, FARC, and Boko Haram.20 Terrorist organizations that have employed KFR to lesser effect include the Pakistani Taliban, Abu Sayyaf Group in the Philippines, and the Boko Haram splinter group Ansaru.21 Palestinian terrorist groups such as Hamas and Hezbollah have also used kidnapping to extract concessions from Israel in the form of very large prisoner releases, but funding is less often a motive in such attacks.

Who Pays the Ransoms?

Unfortunately, U.S. allies in Europe and the Gulf seem to be a big part of this problem. While the American and British governments have long adhered to a policy of refusing to pay state ransoms to hostage takers, especially those involving terrorist groups, many of our allies have been far less scrupulous. As U.S. officials have warned, this creates “a genuinely vicious cycle” because “each transaction encourages another transaction” by incentivizing future kidnappings.22 The conduct of certain American allies in this regard makes the Mideast more unstable and puts all of our citizens at greater risk.

It is important to emphasize, however, that the assertions in this testimony are not based on my own first-hand knowledge of ransoms being paid but rather based on the facts as reported by American and regional media outlets on this important but rather opaque issue. I would highly recommend following up with the allied governments described in this report as well as with the U.S. intelligence community in order to verify the reported claims that have been compiled here.

As Rukmini Callimachi concluded in her 2014 New York Times investigation of ransom payments to terrorists by U.S. allies, “Europe has become an inadvertent underwriter of Al Qaeda.”23 According to the Associated Press, “diplomats say ransoms paid or arranged by western European governments and the Gulf state of Qatar have provided the bulk of financial support for violent

groups.”  

Reuter’s reports that “Qatari officials deny paying ransom for hostages, but Western diplomatic sources in Doha say otherwise.”

Amidst such denials, Doha’s foreign minister has evidently recognized that paying ransoms could be viewed as terror finance, noting “this is another way of fueling, if you may call it supporting through the backdoor.” And that is exactly what this problem has become: a pressing top concern for American officials who combat the funding of terror.

Sometimes families or corporations make the gut-wrenching decision to pay ransoms to rescue their loved ones or employees from captivity. However, it is the willingness of certain governments to pay such ransoms that has caused this problem to balloon out of control. As the Wall Street Journal reported last year, “diplomats and officials said” that “government-paid ransoms have been game-changers” in contributing to the recent increase in ransom payments and subsequent kidnappings.

Europe:

Until America’s European allies join us and Britain by stopping the direct or indirect flow of multimillion dollar ransoms to terrorist organizations, perhaps it makes more sense to speak of them as incontinental Europe to stigmatize their undisciplined behavior.

Despite being obligated under new G8, OSCE, and U.N. Security Council rules not to do so, some European governments reportedly continue to pay ransoms. Earlier this year, a top Treasury official confirmed in a public speech that despite these highly visible commitments, “certain countries have adopted a de facto policy of allowing the payment of ransoms on a case-by-case basis... particularly in Europe and the Middle East.”

Most notably, Washington and London elicited a G8 statement in June 2013 that “we unequivocally reject the payment of ransoms to terrorists.” Jamie Dettmer of the Daily Beast writes that “the leaders of France, Italy, Canada and Germany all endorsed the no-ransom agreement but all those countries have paid out ransoms for their kidnapped citizens or provided tacit approval for payments made by businesses and NGOs — perhaps since the G8 summit — say

Callimachi also interviewed an adviser to the president of Burkina Faso who was involved in several hostage negotiations between Europe and al-Qaeda. He indicated that he “routinely dealt with aggressive Western diplomats who demanded the release of Qaeda fighters held in local prisons in an effort to win the release of hostages,” noting that “you would not believe the pressure that the West brings to bear on African countries.”

Callimachi’s investigation also found that France was the worst long-term offender among European countries, having paid an estimated $58.1 million in ransoms to al-Qaeda or IS, followed by Switzerland and Spain in the low teens. Other reports claimed that two Italian aid workers were released by the Nusra Front early last year in exchange for $12 million, although it has also been suggested that Qatar was involved in paying this specific ransom. The Economist reported that in 2014, IS brought in “at least $20m last year from ransoms paid for hostages, including several French and Spanish journalists.” Although press reports alleging ransoms in these cases were dismissed by the French and Italian governments, those reports were subsequently bolstered by being publicly highlighted by top Treasury Department officials.

In 2009, several European hostages were kidnapped when returning to Niger from a music festival in Mali. Two were from Switzerland, one from Germany, and one from the United Kingdom. Britain wouldn’t pay a ransom to their al-Qaeda captors, and its citizen was executed while the others were released. The New York Times quoted a European official indicating that Swiss lawmakers “voted on a national budget that ‘suddenly had an extra line for humanitarian aid for Mali’” that year to be used in practice for ransom.

---

Qatar:

There is one state that routinely emerges as a participant in these negotiations even though its citizens are generally not in the line of fire: the tiny Gulf nation of Qatar. And while Doha’s freelancing has often proven a boon to hostages and their families in up to fifteen cases that I have identified since 2012 or 2013, its alleged role paying enormous ransoms in many of these instances should raise deep concerns for American policy in the fight against terror. Indeed, press reports suggest Doha has repeatedly been a source of multi-million dollar payments (perhaps even in the eight- or nine-figure range) that could significantly strengthen the hands of terrorists.

In Yemen, a $20.4 million ransom from Qatar and Oman went to al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula on behalf of several European countries to free four hostages in 2012 and 2013, according to Yemeni and European officials. Along with a 2011 ransom payment that a Western official told the Los Angeles Times was paid by the government of France, these funds reportedly helped AQAP recover from severe financial difficulties and played a major part in its $20+ million offensive to conquer and hold territory in several of Yemen’s southern provinces.

Yemen’s foreign minister at the time made a rare public complaint against Qatar, warning that “these arrangements made by Qatar… may have led to a disaster,” reiterating that “Yemen constantly rejects the handling of the release of kidnapped hostages through the payment of ransoms.” According to a senior Yemeni parliamentarian at the time, AQAP was “having crazy money problems before the kidnap ransoms. They were having to sell their guns.” Yemeni officials claimed they saw Qatari officials arrive on a private jet with bags they believed were filled


with cash; the jet then carried back a Swiss hostage from al-Qaeda to Qatar, where she was received by the Swiss ambassador to Doha.\textsuperscript{43}

But it’s in Syria and Iraq where the Qatari role as a hostage mediator has really come to the fore in the last few years.

In October 2013, \textit{McClatchy’s} Mitchell Prothero reported that Qatar’s foreign minister “personally negotiated [a] deal with Syrian rebels” to release nine Shi’ite Lebanese pilgrims captured near Aleppo to coincide with the release of two Turkish Airlines pilots who had been separately kidnapped in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{44} Prothero noted that “local media reports claimed that Qatar had paid as much as $150 million to secure the release of the hostages.” He noted that \textit{McClatchy} spoke to a Lebanese security official who stated that “the $150 million figure seemed high” but “that the deal did include money paid by Qatar.”\textsuperscript{45} Columnist Yusuf Kanlı of the Turkish daily \textit{Hürriyet} also noted the alleged figure of $150 million, stating that the “ransom is said to have been paid to the Sunni al-Nusra group (an al-Qaeda branch)” and that the Turkish pilots were delivered from Lebanon to Turkey on a jet from Qatar’s national carrier, Qatar Airways.\textsuperscript{46} The Lebanese paper \textit{al-Liwa} reported that Qatar paid the rebels €100 million, citing a Turkish source in Istanbul and claiming that the amount was confirmed by the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights; the paper claimed that the Syrian regime released over 100 prisoners as part of the trade and showed a picture of the pilgrims purportedly returning home on a plane from Qatar Airways’ charter flights subsidiary, Qatar Executive.\textsuperscript{47}

In March 2014, Qatari and Lebanese mediation helped free thirteen Syrian nuns and three other women being held hostage by the Nusra Front. According to Ellen Knickmeyer of the \textit{Wall Street Journal}, “Qatar paid a $16 million ransom, according to a Lebanese official.”\textsuperscript{48} Journalist Robert Fisk reported that other Lebanese sources put the ransom as high as £40 million and that Syrian sources put the amount at £43 million, although the nuns themselves claimed no ransom was paid at all.\textsuperscript{49} Other sources claim that Qatar offered to pay $4 million for the nuns\textsuperscript{50} and that the


\textsuperscript{49}Robert Fisk, “Qatar Paid Syrian rebels £40m ransom to free nuns - or did it?” \textit{Belfast Telegraph (Ireland)}, March 19, 2014. (http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/world-news/qatar-paid-syrian-rebels-40m-ransom-to-free-nuns-or-did-it-30104907.html)

kidnappers ultimately did receive $4 million plus the release of over 150 prisoners from Syrian jail.\(^{51}\)

In August 2014, Qatar’s mediation helped secure the release of U.S. hostage Theo Padnos (aka Peter Theo Curtis) from the grips of al-Qaeda’s Nusra Front in Syria. Shane Harris and James Kirchick of the *Daily Beast* reported that “sources close to efforts to free other Americans held abroad said that Qatar facilitated a ransom payment to help free journalist Peter Theo Curtis.”\(^{52}\) Harris later elaborated as follows: “Two sources familiar with efforts to free Curtis told The Daily Beast that Qatar arranged for money to be paid to the al Qaeda branch—effectively a ransom. A third source, who is a former U.S. law enforcement official, denied that the money was a direct ransom payment, but said that Qatari officials had helped negotiate with al Qaeda in Syria to win Curtis’s release. What the militants may have received in return, this person declined to say.”\(^{53}\) Ransom demands in Padnos’s case reportedly started at $3 million and went up to $25 million.\(^{54}\)

In September 2014, Qatar mediated between the Nusra Front and the Fijian government for the release of 45 Fijian peacekeepers taken while serving as part of the U.N. force stationed between Syria and the Israeli-controlled Golan Heights. According to the pan-Arab paper *Asharq al-Awsat*, Syrian opposition sources told the paper that “Qatar paid in exchange a financial ransom amounting to $20 million,” while pointing out “other information” claiming Qatar paid even higher, namely $1 million for each one of the 45 kidnapped soldiers.\(^{55}\) Israeli TV’s Channel Two aired footage it claimed showed a mediator’s meeting on the Syrian side of the border with al-Qaeda’s Nusra Front where a $25 million Qatari ransom for the peacekeepers was electronically deposited and confirmed in the group’s bank accounts.\(^{56}\)

In addition to these five cases of an alleged Qatari ransom to terrorists, I have identified up to ten other hostage cases in which Qatar purportedly also played some role, often by mediating with terrorists or in which a ransom was thought to be paid or discussed.

---


In January 2013, Qatar and Turkey reportedly negotiated the release of 48 Iranian pilgrims from Syrian rebels in exchange for over 2,000 prisoners from Syrian jail.\(^57\)

Qatar’s role in the Obama administration’s negotiations to swap Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl in May 2014 for five senior Taliban commanders is well known, and President Obama spoke with both Qatar’s Emir and Father Emir in the week before Bergdahl’s release.\(^58\) What is not so well known is that “a private $10 million cash ransom deal was in the works” through other channels before that swap was implemented, according to BuzzFeed News’ Aram Roston, although it may not have involved the Qatari or American governments. Roston also reported that the Taliban previously demanded $25 million and $15 million ransoms earlier in the process, along with the request for a much larger prisoner release involving fifty individuals.\(^59\)

Rep. Duncan Hunter (R, CA) wrote a letter to the Pentagon later that year raising concerns that some money in Bergdahl’s case may still have been disbursed: “I recognize the reluctance to describe a payment as ransom, but regardless of how the transaction is described, it has been brought to my attention that a payment was made by an Afghan intermediary who ‘disappeared’ with the money and failed to facilitate Bergdahl’s release,” adding that “the payment was made in January-February 2014, according to sources, through Joint Special Operations Command.”\(^60\)

After Theo Padnos’s August 2014 release, a Qatar-based reporter wrote that a Gulf source said Qatar was trying to free four other Americans being held hostage in Syria.\(^61\) Since James Foley had just been murdered by the Islamic State, this likely referred to the three other Americans later executed by IS – Steven Sotloff, Peter Kassig, and Kayla Mueller – plus at least one other American hostage.\(^62\) It has also been alleged that Doha received a ransom demand for Foley before his murder, but that “the amount was huge and Qatar said no.”\(^63\)

In September 2014, Qatar’s foreign minister reportedly told a Lebanese delegation visiting Doha that he had tried negotiating with the Nusra Front for the release of two Orthodox bishops in Syria but that talks fell apart when the hostages were transferred to control of the Islamic State, with which Qatar has less influence.\(^64\) The next month, when Nusra freed a Catholic priest it had

---

57 “Syrian rebels free Iranian hostages in swap,” Al Jazeera English (Qatar), January 9, 2013.  

(http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/06/05/us-usa-bergdahl-obama-insight-idUSKBN0EG0720140605#1D2gSdLwmSo05I5y.97)

(http://www.buzzfeed.com/aramroston/exclusive-inside-other-bergdahl-negotiation#.jeOZ090AK)


(http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/08/28/us-syria-crisis-qatar-usa-idUSKBN0Q0JF20140828#hXxhSuO47tr7Rkd.97)

62 See also Lawrence Wright, “Five Hostages,” The New Yorker, July 6, 2015.  
(http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/07/06/five-hostages)

63 “Difficult to Find Relationship between Qatar and IS,” Deutsche Welle (Germany), September 3, 2014.  

kidnapped several days before, the *New York Times*’s Rukmini Callimachi openly wondered "if Qatari ‘mediation’ was involved."\(^{65}\)

At the end of 2014, Qatar found innocent and finally released two American citizens, Grace and Matthew Huang, whose prior conviction in a Qatari court for the tragic death of their adopted daughter was allegedly based on forged evidence and the racist presumption that an Asian-American couple would most likely adopt a child from Africa in order to harvest her organs.\(^{66}\) Citing “two individuals with direct knowledge of the case,” Harris and Kirchick of the *Daily Beast* reported that a “proposal was floated in July 2014 to the then-U.S. ambassador in Qatar by an individual acting on behalf of that country’s attorney general” that the Huangs be released in exchange for Ali Saleh Kahlah al-Marri, a Qatari-Saudi dual national who was being held in federal prison after admitting in a plea deal to having been an al-Qaeda sleeper agent.\(^{67}\)

As part of his U.S. plea bargain, al-Marri stated that he had been dispatched to “enter the United States no later than September 10, 2001” by Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the mastermind of al-Qaeda’s 9/11 attacks; yet he was publicly received by many Qatari elites as a returning hero\(^{68}\) after being released early from federal prison in January 2015, supposedly for good behavior.\(^{69}\) Rep. Duncan Hunter raised concerns after Marri’s release that it indeed may have been as part of an effort to release U.S. prisoners either in Qatar or in Qatari-mediated talks with terrorists.\(^{70}\)

In January 2015, Arabic news sites claimed that Italian aid workers Vanessa Marzullo and Greta Ramelli were released by the Nusra Front in return for a $12 million ransom.\(^{71}\) Britain’s *The Guardian* spoke to “security sources” who confirmed that a multimillion dollar ransom was paid

\(^{65}\) @RCallimachi, “Franciscan priest Hanna Jallouf has been released by Nusra Front, acc. to El Mundo -- wonder if Qatari "mediation" was involved” *Twitter*, October 9, 2014. (https://twitter.com/rallimachi/status/520261697945489408)


\(^{71}\) Dollar Million 12 مقابل الإماراتيين الأسرى مع تفرج النصرة” *Qoq al-Rai al-Aam (Kuwait)*, January 15, 2015; "#سوريا# حلب# #مليون دولار من دفعة "مازولي فانسيا" و "راميللي جرنيا" *Twitter*, January 15, 2015. (https://twitter.com/akhbar/status/557778189130498048)
to the Nusra Front for the two Italians,\textsuperscript{72} and the \textit{BBC} reported that “the BBC’s Gillian Hazel in Rome says there are unconfirmed rumours that a ransom worth up to $15m (\textpounds{}9.9m) had been paid for the pair's release following negotiations facilitated by Qatar.”\textsuperscript{73} The Qatari-owned outlet \textit{Al Jazeera English} broadcast what it claimed were photographs of $11 million handed over to representatives of the Nusra Front for the two women, though it suggested that really Italy was responsible for the payments.\textsuperscript{74}

In February 2015, Indian PM Narendra Modi broke the news that a Jesuit priest from India named Father Alexis Prem Kumar had been freed after eight months in Taliban captivity. The New Delhi-based \textit{Hindustan Times} reported that talks for his release were mediated by Qatar, took place in Doha, and were predicted on a ransom being paid, according to what Kumar’s brother said the priest was told by his captors.\textsuperscript{75} One month later, Qatar’s Emir Tamim undertook his first state visit to India, where Modi sought to enlist the emir’s assistance rescuing thirty-nine Indian hostages seized in Mosul by IS.\textsuperscript{76}

In March 2015, Czech tourists Hana Humpalova and Antonie Chrastecka were released in Afghanistan after having been kidnapped two years earlier in Pakistan. The Turkish Islamist charity IHH, which assisted in their release, said that the two women had been kidnapped by gunmen from a group linked to al-Qaeda.\textsuperscript{77} According to the Czech press, Qatar reportedly played a significant behind-the-scenes role and a ransom of $2 million was discussed after the kidnappers initially demanded $20 million for the women.\textsuperscript{78}

A Taliban source claimed to the \textit{Daily Beast} that until March of this year the American government was “seeking Taliban intervention to help get back U.S. hostages” in Afghanistan and Pakistan. According to Shane Harris, “the Taliban source claimed that U.S. officials told the Taliban and the government of Qatar that they’d be grateful for ‘any help’ bringing American hostages home.”\textsuperscript{79}


\textsuperscript{75} Harinder Baweja, “Was Taliban Paid Ransom to Release Aid Worker Alexis Prem Kumar?” \textit{Hindustan Times}, March 5, 2015. (http://www.hindustantimes.com/india/was-taliban-paid-ransom-to-release-aid-worker-alexis-prem-kumar/story-UJJ4ym8UEPRaa7fDOo0eNK.html)


This would presumably would have included efforts to free the Taliban’s American hostage Caitlin Coleman, the baby she gave birth to in captivity, and her Canadian husband Joshua Boyle, especially since Sgt. Bergdahl had already been released in 2014 and Maryland native Warren Weinstein had been erroneously killed in a drone strike against his al-Qaeda captors in the Afghanistan-Pakistan border region that January.

Finally, Qatari mediation has played a central role negotiating directly with the Nusra Front and the Islamic State on behalf of Beirut, which seeks to free dozens of its soldiers and police officers who were captured when Syrian jihadists overran the Lebanese frontier town of Arsal. Those kidnappings took place in August 2014 as part of what Lebanon’s defense minister called a premeditated attack. This attack on Arsal came shortly after Beirut disrupted a suspected plot to break high-value terrorist operatives out of Lebanon’s Roumieh prison and after a top Nusra leader had promised those prisoners “imminent relief within days.”

Although the release of the Roumieh prisoners initially topped the Nusra Front’s list of demands, Qatari- and Saudi-owned outlets reported that the terror group agreed this summer to a formula with “Arab and regional countries” whereby it would release the hostages for five female prisoners and $30 million in ransom from “some regional states;” however, the deal was allegedly blocked on Lebanon’s side by Hezbollah.

At least one of the terrorist operatives that Nusra has been trying to free from Roumieh is an individual under U.S. and U.N. terror finance sanctions who has held a Qatari ID card, goes by the nickname Umar al-Qatari, and allegedly was arrested carrying funds intended for al-Qaeda from a Qatari sheikh closely linked to the country’s ruling elite.

Qatar allegedly seeks to shift responsibility for its role in these cases onto Europe, insisting “don’t blame us, blame the EU.” But while European nations only get involved when their own citizens are held captive, Qatar’s motivation is far harder to justify. Its officials studiously deny the payment of ransoms in such cases and prefer to characterize their involvement as a humanitarian

---

gesture to families in need. However, it is difficult to explain why Qatar has been freelancing in so many of these crises without also recognizing how this fits into Doha’s broader efforts to turn money and extremist connections into political power, even if doing so inevitably results in the strengthening of violent extremists who act in the service of al-Qaeda.

Qatar craves the international spotlight, has petrodollars to spare, and maintains a panoply of unsavory contacts in the world of Islamist extremists. The Persian Gulf states pay for public relations in the West all the time – Qatar just seems to be cutting to the chase through buying headlines and the gratitude of countries whose citizens have been kidnapped via negotiating and allegedly paying ransoms to terrorist groups. Doha has long sought political influence by brokering accords between Western nations, regional powers, and terrorist groups, and we know that it has often greased the wheels, at least for that kind of accord, with a healthy infusion of Qatari cash.

It becomes far more difficult to trust Qatar’s motives for mediating hostage releases once one understands how negligent the Qataris have been with regard to some of these same terrorist groups. Qatar was originally announced as a nominal member of the anti-IS airpower coalition but apparently has yet to launch a single strike against the group. It also has yet to even press charges against individuals living in or visiting its territory who are under U.N. sanctions for allegedly funding IS’s forerunner, al-Qaeda in Iraq.

Doha has similarly yet to press charges against individuals under U.S. or U.N. sanctions on charges of funding the Nusra Front or other branches of al-Qaeda. According to American and Arab officials who were cited by the Wall Street Journal, Qatar even let commanders of the Nusra Front into its territory to facilitate such fundraising and for meetings with Qatari military officials. American officials up to the level of President Obama himself have reportedly chided the Qataris


for letting weapons fall into the hands of the Nusra Front, so it seems consistent that Doha might also be inclined to let ransoms flow to the group.\textsuperscript{90}

Qatar’s reckless enthusiasm for mediating hostage deals with terrorists seems to be supercharging the profits that these groups receive as a result of KFR. Rather than shifting the blame back and forth, it is clear that both Europe and Qatar must do better. Yet there is no reason to believe that anything will improve until Washington exerts new pressure on our irresponsible allies to sufficiently motivate better behavior.

\textit{U.S. Policy:}

Although the U.S. and British governments do not pay ransoms, the exchange of Bowe Bergdahl for five Taliban commanders last year strained the administration’s insistence that America’s policy is “to refuse the payment of ransoms or make other concessions to hostage-takers.”\textsuperscript{91} Like the arms-for-hostages trade included as part of the Reagan team’s Iran-Contra debacle, the Bergdahl trade has created confusion about America’s no concessions policy and likely whet the appetite of the terror masters. Indeed, anecdotal evidence suggests that government concessions to terrorists ultimately beget more kidnappings and inflated demands.

The brother of executed U.S. hostage Kayla Mueller believes the Bergdahl swap persuaded IS to increase what it demanded in exchange for Kayla’s release.\textsuperscript{92} According to the \textit{Daily Beast}, Qatar’s proposed exchange of the Huang couple for admitted al-Qaeda sleeper agent Ali Saleh al-Marri was floated in July 2014, two months after Bergdahl’s release, “rais[ing] troubling questions about whether the Bergdahl trade opened a kind of Pandora’s box, signaling to foreign governments that they can pressure the United States to make concessions on terrorism by trading American prisoners abroad for dangerous extremists held in the United States.”\textsuperscript{93} According to \textit{Reuters}, the Taliban’s chief negotiator in the Bergdahl swap “noted at one point during the talks that Israel had traded more than 1,000 prisoners for a single Israeli soldier” in order to justify his insistence on all five high-value Taliban detainees being part of the eventual prisoner release.\textsuperscript{94} According to a former hostage of IS in Syria, “the kidnappers knew which countries would be the most amenable


\textsuperscript{94} Steve Holland and Warren Strobel, “Inside the White House’s Decision to Free Bergdahl,” \textit{Reuters}, June 4, 2014. (http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/06/05/us-usa-bergdahl-obama-insight-idUSKBN0EG04720140605#1D2gSdLwmSo0515y.97)
to their demands” and “started with the Spanish” because they said Madrid paid €6 million to al-Qaeda for hostages seized in Mauritania.  

The administration wishfully claims that by not paying ransoms, we deter the kidnapping of Americans abroad. Yet observers have also raised serious questions about the accuracy of this admittedly appealing wish. David Rohde, a Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter who was kidnapped by the Taliban and later escaped, concludes: “I’ve seen no clear evidence that groups are grabbing more Europeans and fewer Americans... they take any foreigners they can get and use the Europeans for ransom and the Americans for publicity.” Rather, there are other, more persuasive reasons the U.S. government should not pay these ransoms, most notably the benefit that disbursements of such a scale would likely confer to violent jihadists.

Overall, it also is worth recognizing that the Obama administration adopted many sensible new measures this June as a result of its presidentially-mandated review of U.S. hostage policy.

Those measures include: (1) reaffirming America’s “longstanding commitment to make no concessions to individuals or groups holding U.S. Nationals hostage,” most notably by reiterating that the U.S. government will not itself pay ransoms; (2) committing to work closely with hostages’ families and to “proactively share as much information as possible” with them; (3) making clear that the U.S. “does not intend to add to families’ pain... by suggesting that they could face criminal prosecution;” and (4) authorizing government officials to assist families if they choose to communicate with hostage-takers so as to provide assistance with safety and reducing the risk of being defrauded.

In addition, President Obama approved a new executive order to streamline the executive branch’s responsiveness to kidnapping threats, creating: (1) a Hostage Recovery Fusion Cell based at the FBI in order to serve as American’s full-time, operational eyes and ears on this issue; (2) a senior-level interagency Hostage Response Group chaired by NSC staff to provide policy guidance to the President on KFR cases and U.S. strategy; (3) an Intelligence Community Issue Manager for Hostage affairs in the office of the DNI to prioritize intelligence collection and dissemination in cases of Americans being held overseas; and (4) a Special Presidential Envoy for Hostage Affairs based at the State Department to handle diplomatic outreach with regard to ongoing hostage crises.
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Now that these new contours of U.S. policy have been set, the most important thing Congress can do would be to focus on reducing the volume of ransom payments that reach terrorist organizations, primarily by discouraging the governments of U.S. allies that seem to be the biggest source of such skyrocketing payments. Indeed, while the Hostage Review Team’s 24 “Major Findings and Recommendations” included numerous recommendations on how to improve U.S. government coordination, engage with families and external stakeholders, and boost intelligence sharing and collection, this list does not seem to have included a single new recommendation for how to stop other governments from continuing to pay large ransoms to terrorist groups.\(^{100}\)

**Policy Recommendations on Combating Kidnapping for Ransom:**

There are smart steps that Congress can take to help decrease terrorists’ ill-gotten profits from kidnapping and to mitigate the harm that this practice causes the American people:

1. **Penalize Governments that Pay.** The U.S. has worked hard in concert with Britain to pass measures that condemn the payment of ransom to terrorists at a variety of fora, including the U.N. Security Council, the G8, the OSCE, and the Global Counterterrorism Forum, in which most of our European and Gulf allies are members. Yet that apparently has not been enough to deter the payment of state ransoms, since many of the alleged episodes described in my testimony today have occurred after the passage of these resolutions. Thus, the U.S. needs to take new measures to penalize foreign governments that pay ransoms, even if it is only through reputational damage by publicly identifying and condemning such irresponsible conduct. This could include mandating an annual standalone report or a new section in an existing report to publicly shame those governments that the executive branch believes paid direct or indirect ransoms to terrorists. It could also include the imposition of banking sanctions or statutory penalties such as being designated a “jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern,” facing tougher criteria or licensing rules for military sales or bilateral investments, ineligibility for bilateral free trade agreements and U.S. backing at the U.N., or even sanctions on foreign governmental institutions or officials who authorized such payments to terrorists.

2. **Instruct U.S. Diplomats to Prioritize Stopping State Ransoms.** On behalf of the President, Secretary of State Kerry should be encouraged to instruct our pertinent diplomats to make a priority of persuading U.S. allies to stop the direct or indirect payment of ransoms by governments to terrorists. Relevant diplomats who should be tasked with this instruction should include not just the new Special Presidential Envoy for Hostage Affairs but also our ambassadors in several key Gulf and European capitals. Members of Congress could also be raising this issue with State Department officials who cover the regions of Europe and the Near East who testify on the Hill and pressing administration officials to articulate a viable new strategy that goes beyond mere cheap talk and norm-articulation for convincing our allies to stop this destructive behavior.

3. **Directly Engage with Legislators and Other Officials Abroad.** Congress could call on legislators and other policy-makers in foreign countries, especially those countries that are believed to have repeatedly paid ransoms to terrorists, and encourage them to pass legislation and
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other policy directives condemning or outlawing the payment of direct or indirect ransoms to terrorist groups. Such regulations could also legally adopt new measures for addressing KFR, such as the best practices for combating KFR listed in the Global Counterterrorism Forum’s 2012 Algiers Memorandum.\(^\text{101}\)

4. **Go After the Middlemen.** Particularly after a ransom has been paid, U.S. officials should, when possible, target the facilitators that profited off of the ransom or enabled the kidnapping to occur. For example, terrorists frequently outsource the actual act of kidnapping Westerners to other armed groups, tribes, or criminal networks in order to reduce the risk to their own operatives.\(^\text{102}\) These accomplices should be held accountable for the deadly consequences of their actions through legal or even military means.

5. **Ensure Justice is Served.** While it should not be allowed to take priority over seeking the safe return of Americans held hostage overseas, our government should also ensure that all worthwhile efforts are being exerted to bring those terrorists who use KFR to justice. Simply adding the kidnappers onto a sanctions list is not enough. While pursuing judgments against kidnappers in U.S. courts, Washington should also work with – and when necessary, pressure – allied governments to help enact justice on the ground. This should also be a key goal of American military or intelligence activities in various conflict zones such as Iraq, Syria, or Yemen. Achieving this objective may require additional bureaucratic reorganization or new dedicated staff positions to focus on the day after and keeping onetime kidnappers from becoming repeat offenders.

6. **Stop Hostage-Takers from Enjoying the Benefits of Completed Ransoms.** The U.S. government should have dedicated staff whose job is to keep terrorists from enjoying the benefits of ransoms that have already been paid. Just because a terrorist group like IS or al-Qaeda may have cash in hand does not necessarily mean that it must be permitted to spend it freely, and treating this objective as a constant and well-funded priority would help reduce the benefits that terrorist groups are able to reap from KFR. U.S. officials should continue to focus on making it harder to smuggle sensitive goods such as powerful vehicles and weaponry into territory held by terrorists and work to block their use of financial institutions for moving received ransoms in order to force terrorists to engage in vulnerable courier missions instead. The U.S. should also hold foreign governments that pay ransoms accountable for helping seize back those funds and track down kidnappers in order to reduce the harm that those states’ actions have caused.

7. **Consider Limiting Reimbursements of Terrorist Ransoms by Insurance Firms.** While governments seem to be fueling the recent increase in ransoms paid to terrorist groups, insurance companies also represent a concentrated group of actors with the capability to unintentionally fuel such terrorist activities through multimillion dollar payouts. Lawrence Wright of the *New Yorker* noted in his thoughtful analysis of the human toll of KFR by terrorists that “corporations routinely
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take out ransom insurance for employees stationed abroad.”

Our British allies recently passed a law that criminalizes payments from insurance companies to reimburse ransom payments to terrorists. Congress and the executive branch could explore whether phasing in a similar ban or certain limits on insurance payouts could reduce the size of ransoms that flow to terrorist groups if it can be done in a manner that avoids imposing an undue additional burden on the employers or families of kidnapping victims who simply want to bring American citizens home.

**8. Mitigate the Harm Caused to U.S. Citizens.** Even when U.S. hostages are able to make it home, the harm caused to them and their families is immense. Journalist Matt Schrier escaped from a Nusra Front prison in 2013 where he had been repeatedly tortured, and he expressed deep disappointment with the level of support he received from the U.S. government. For instance, he reportedly told *McClatchy* that “the FBI has made it impossible for me to recover,” providing inconsistent mental health care, forcing Schrier to pay for his flight home even though his captors had cleaned out his bank account, and suggesting he stay in a homeless shelter when he had trouble getting a new ID and Social Security number because al-Qaeda stole his identity. Some of the problems Schrier encountered after coming home could be addressed by the administration’s new policies, if properly implemented. But given that these policies clearly leave open a door for victims’ families to pay multi-million dollar ransoms, we should recognize that new American policies could unintentionally force victims of terrorism and their families into destitution. Legislative and executive branch officials may therefore wish explore whether to set up a dedicated fund with seized terrorist assets to compensate the victims of kidnappings and similar violent acts by terror groups for the damages and suffering imposed. However, such a fund would likely have to be disbursed without consideration of whether a ransom was paid in order to avoid creating a moral hazard problem that would incentivize larger payouts.

**Part II. Negligence by U.S. Allies against Private Terror Finance**

On last year’s anniversary of 9/11, Secretary of State John Kerry gathered in Jeddah to meet with his counterparts from Turkey and ten Arab countries. With some considerable effort, he elicited from all but one of his counterparts a pledge to take new steps against terrorism and terror finance as a key part of their contribution to the multilateral coalition against IS. Turkey was the only participant not mentioned in the declaration, known as the Jeddah Communiqué, although a senior Turkish official told *Reuters* this was because Ankara was engaged at the time in sensitive
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negotiations with IS over the release of forty-six Turkish hostages being held in Mosul. Since then, all of those hostages were released in a trade that reportedly saw Turkey release 180 individuals linked to IS from Turkish jails and hospitals against U.S. wishes. However, Turkey has pledged to combat terrorist finance in a variety of other multilateral settings as well.

The Jeddah Communiqué committed many of America’s most important Middle Eastern allies to “stopping the flow of foreign fighters through neighboring countries, countering financing of ISIL and other violent extremists, repudiating their hateful ideology, ending impunity and bringing perpetrators to justice.” Yet as I testified before Congress in July, many of these states failed to follow through on their commitments to combat hate speech, tackle terror finance, and end the impunity of its practitioners. Sadly, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey have all failed in some of these important regards.

Qatar:

Last year U.S. officials identified Qatar along with Kuwait as one of two “permissive jurisdictions” for terror finance in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), a region that has been the largest source of private donations to al-Qaeda’s senior leadership in Pakistan. Since then, Kuwait has at least pursued some terror finance court cases, something Qatar still has yet to do. Doha seems to be a place where financiers of al-Qaeda, IS, and Hamas enjoy legal impunity.

Treasury also revealed last year that IS’s “Amir of suicide bombers... arranged to receive approximately $2 million from a Qatar-based ISIL financial facilitator” for military operations in 2013. There is no indication that Qatar punished the individual in question, who the U.S. claims “also enlisted [the ISIL official’s] assistance with fundraising efforts in Qatar.”

The U.S. government’s top official for combating terrorist finance revealed in October 2014 that Khalifa al-Subaiy and Abdulrahman al-Nu’aymi, individuals under U.S. and U.N. terror finance

sanctions, were living in Qatar but “have not been acted against under Qatari law.” Given that Nu’aymi is accused by Treasury of having funded the organization we now know as IS back when it was al-Qaeda in Iraq at a rate of over $2 million a month, one would think that punishing him would top Doha’s list of priorities as part of the anti-IS coalition to deter future acts of terror finance. Treasury alleges that Subaiy was a financier of Khalid Sheikh Muhammad, al-Qaeda’s mastermind of the 9/11 attacks. Despite Qatari claims that Subaiy would be “under control” and his finances controlled or supervised, he later resumed sending hundreds of thousands of dollars intended for al-Qaeda in Pakistan, according to the U.S. government.

Qatar has also hosted on its territory and declined to take legal action against two other individuals whom the U.N. sanctioned on charges of funding al-Qaeda’s Iraqi offshoot: Hamid Abdullah al-Ali and Muthanna Harith al-Dhari. Both cases would seem to represent violations of a U.N. travel ban. Qatar’s Father Emir was even caught on videotape hugging and kissing the latter individual while visiting him this year in Jordan.

Many of these cases of terror financiers enjoying impunity in Qatar have a KFR tie-in as well.

First, the Taliban asserted two of its officials were able to visit Qatar for a week to meet members of the Taliban five swapped for Sgt. Bergdahl; the group also claimed that the two men were then allowed to depart Qatar before they were detained in Bahrain and extradited into Kabul’s custody. Afghan officials told the Wall Street Journal that one of the two captured men was “in charge of fundraising for the network,” and the New York Times reported that his prominence had grown “through his fund-raising work in gulf countries” according to U.S. and Afghan officials.119

Qatar has long been described as a source of concern over private finance reaching terror groups in Afghanistan such as al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and the Haqqani network.124

Second, this August the U.S. imposed sanctions on charges of funding al-Qaeda against two Qatari nationals who ran what was arguably the country’s largest fundraising campaign for Syria. Treasury indicated that one of the men, Sa’d bin Sa’d al-Ka’bi, had been requested by the Nusra Front to “act as an intermediary for collecting a ransom for a hostage being held by ANF [i.e. Nusra], and an-Ka’bi worked to facilitate a ransom payment in exchange for the release of a hostage held by ANF.”125 According to al-Arabiya, U.S. officials who briefed reporters on Ka’bi’s role in al-Qaeda ransoms “refused to answer a question on whether the Qatari government itself may have contributed to the financing of ransoms for any kidnapped persons.”126 His campaign continued to operate in Qatar for nearly a year after it was reportedly endorsed on social media by the Nusra Front in August 2013,127 and in August 2015 a senior Obama administration official indicated that Qatar still “has not arrested the two men.”128

Third, among the al-Qaeda operatives that Nusra has tried to get released from Lebanon’s Roumieh Prison in deals that had Qatari mediation is ‘Abd al-Malik ‘Abd al-Salam, also known as the Wolf of al-Qaeda or Umar al-Qatari.129 According to the U.S. government, ‘Abd al-Salam is a Jordanian national with a Qatari ID card and a long history of funding al-Qaeda, including in collaboration with Qatari nationals also under U.S. and U.N. sanctions.130

Treasury noted that “in May 2012, Umar al-Qatari was apprehended by Lebanese authorities in Beirut as he attempted to depart for Qatar. At the time of his arrest he was carrying thousands of
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dollars intended for al-Qaida.”

Press reports claim that the person who gave him the funds was Abdulaziz al-Attiyah, a Qatari arrested in Lebanon in 2012 on terror-related charges after a tip from Washington, according to U.S. and Lebanese officials. He was reportedly convicted of terror finance in Lebanon in 2014, but it was in absentia because he had been freed from detention and his travel ban lifted, allegedly due to intense Qatari diplomatic pressure.

Meanwhile, the Nusra Front’s ‘Abd al-Salam appears to be the son of a recently killed jihadist leader who allegedly was supported by Qatari intelligence, and purportedly gave material support to Iraqi mujahideen from Qatar before founding Jund al-Aqṣa. The Jund is a Syrian jihadist force that received considerable funding from private Gulf donors but is banned as a terrorist group by Britain and splintered off from Nusra for refusing to fight IS. It openly voices backing for Ayman al-Zawahiri and has been called an al-Qaeda front whose battlefield activities were directed by an official of al-Qaeda’s Khorasan cell.

Kuwait:

Last year, the Treasury Department described Kuwait along with Qatar as one of the Gulf’s “permissive jurisdictions” for terrorist finance and revealed that Kuwait had become the top source
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of private donations to al-Qaeda linked terrorists in Syria. Unlike Qatar, Kuwait at least has pressed criminal charges since then against several suspected terror financiers, although its efforts to do so have been remarkably inconsistent.

Khorasan cell leader Muhsin al-Fadhli, who also at one point directed al-Qaeda’s core financial pipeline from the Gulf to South Asia by means of Iran, was once arrested and convicted in Kuwait of funding al-Qaeda attacks, including against the U.S.S. Cole. However, a Kuwaiti appeals court let him out of prison, reportedly on the absurd grounds that his crimes merely were not committed inside Kuwait. He promptly fled the country after being released, and the lawyer who successfully defended al-Fadhli went on to become a member of parliament.

Until 2008, Kuwait reportedly obstructed an American effort at the U.N. Security Council to impose U.N. sanctions against three prominent Kuwaiti preachers whom the U.S. believed “continue[d] to fundraise and promote terrorism and attacks on Coalition Forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.” The three were already under U.S. sanctions since 2006 on charges of being senior al-Qaeda financial facilitators, including for al-Qaeda in Iraq.

One of those Kuwaitis, Hamid Abdullah al-Ali, was later permitted to travel to Qatar in 2013, where he reportedly praised Syrian jihadists in a sermon at Qatar’s state-controlled Grand Mosque. According to Treasury, he also worked closely with a Qatari now under U.S. and U.N. sanctions to fund al-Qaeda’s Nusra Front. Another of the three Kuwaiti clerics, Mubarak al-Bathali, was just sentenced to three years in jail by Kuwait’s top court, but the charges were for Twitter posts deemed hateful toward Shi’ite Islam, not for his alleged funding of al-Qaeda.

As I revealed in January 2014, Kuwait’s amir swore in a new minister in charge of the country’s Justice Ministry and Islamic Affairs Ministry who had purportedly endorsed three different

fundraising networks that were supporting violent extremists in Syria. The Treasury Department called out Nayef al-Ajmi’s ministerial appointment as “a step in the wrong direction” and revealed that one of those networks was implicated in funding al-Qaeda. After a protracted public battle between the two governments, that minister stepped down.

Two individuals from his tribe have even been sanctioned by the United States and the U.N. on terror finance charges: Hajjaj and Shafi al-Ajmi. Hajjaj has complained that his bank accounts were closed, and both men were briefly questioned by Kuwaiti authorities after international sanctions were imposed. However, they were released within a matter of hours and do not appear to have been subject to criminal proceedings since then.

The Ajmis’ tribe is not the only one in Kuwait that appears to have been exploited for terrorist fundraising. An individual named Abdulrahman Khalaf al-Anizi was sanctioned last year by the U.S. and the U.N. at the same time as Hajjaj and Shafi. The U.S. called him an IS financial facilitator who had directed funds from Kuwait for terrorists since 2008, including through al-Qaeda’s Iran-based financial pipeline overseen by al-Fadli. Kuwaiti authorities convicted five men this past month of funding terror who were charged with raising $1.3 million for the Islamic State as part of their work for two fundraising campaigns, one of which was evidently targeted at members of Anizi’s tribe. According to press reports, two of those defendants transferred funds to SDGT Abdulrahman al-Anizi in Raqqa, including in person.

According to press reports, members of another local fundraising network known as Ansar al-Sham have also been subject to Kuwaiti legal proceedings on charges of financing the Islamic State. What is puzzling is that by all appearances, this campaign primarily expressed support for

153 @Hajaj_Alajmi, “الشريان، غداً في دار العين شرف شرفته لأولياء معلومات: حساباتي وأموالي العمل من صندوقات أموال الانتقالي لصالح النخبة، وعملياتي.” Twitter, October 2, 2015. (https://twitter.com/Hajaj_Alajmi/status/650094562216534018)
the Nusra Front rather than IS,\textsuperscript{162} which raises the question of whether or not Kuwaiti authorities somehow deem fundraising for al-Qaeda as a less criminal act than supporting IS.

Finally, the United States imposed terror finance sanctions against a different Kuwaiti named Hamid Hamad al-Ali in August 2014, charging that he “traveled to Syria to deliver funds” to the Nusra Front and “referred to himself as an ‘al-Qaida commando’.”\textsuperscript{163} He was simultaneously sanctioned by the U.N., which stated that he also acted as a “financier, recruiter and facilitator for Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant” and was still “Kuwait-based.”\textsuperscript{164} While I have seen no indication criminal charges have been pursued against al-Ali in Kuwait, it was reported this April he was reinstated as a mosque preacher by Kuwait’s minister of justice and Islamic affairs.\textsuperscript{165}

\textit{Saudi Arabia:}

Saudi Arabia has made some noteworthy improvements in the fight against terror finance since 9/11, but that was from a remarkably low baseline. In 2009, after the bulk of those improvements had been made, a memo signed by then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton still concluded that “donors in Saudi Arabia constitute the most significant source of funding to Sunni terrorist groups worldwide” and that Hamas, al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and Lashkar-e-Taiba “probably raise millions of dollars annually from Saudi sources.”\textsuperscript{166} The U.S. praised Saudi Arabia this year for imposing sanctions on the Pakistan branch of a Salafist charity called the Revival of Islamic Heritage Society.\textsuperscript{167} However, Riyadh has not taken similar steps against the group’s Kuwait City headquarters, which is under U.S. sanctions on charges of funding al-Qaeda, nor has the kingdom pressed charges against prominent clerics who fundraised for RIHS on Saudi TV.\textsuperscript{168}

Worryingly, Saudi Arabia has also chosen to play host to several Yemenis under U.S. terror finance sanctions. This comes in the midst of the recent war in Yemen, where Saudi-led jetfighters have established full air superiority but have not dropped a single bomb against al-Qaeda fighters operating in the open during any of the coalition’s round-the-clock airstrikes.\textsuperscript{169}

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
Abdulmajeed al-Zindani is a onetime mentor to Osama Bin Laden whom the U.S. sanctioned on charges of recruiting and purchasing weapons for al-Qaeda in 2004.\(^\text{170}\) This year he has been photographed repeatedly around Saudi Arabia, throwing a lavish wedding for his son\(^\text{171}\) and visiting with prominent clerics, allegedly even including the kingdom’s state-appointed Grand Mufti.\(^\text{172}\) Zindani’s presence in the kingdom would appear to be a violation of the travel ban imposed by the United Nations when it also imposed terror finance sanctions on him in 2004.\(^\text{173}\)

Also spotted this year in Riyadh has been Abdulwahab al-Humayqani, a Yemeni under U.S. terror finance sanctions since 2013.\(^\text{174}\) That year, the U.S. stated that he used his Yemen-based charity to fund al-Qaeda and reportedly “served as the acting AQAP amir” in Yemen’s province of al-Bayda’.\(^\text{175}\) Thanks to his status as part of the Riyadh delegation to Yemeni ceasefire talks in Geneva, Humayqani was photographed shaking hands this summer with U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon and has been interviewed widely on regional media.\(^\text{176}\)

Saudi Arabia’s draconian Interior Ministry issued the country’s first formal list of terrorist groups last year, and it was a big disappointment. It criminalized as terrorism “the promotion of atheistic thinking,” protest “demonstrations,” “collective statements,” or “communicating with another country” if any of these acts could be perceived as undermining national unity.\(^\text{177}\) Like the UAE’s 2014 terror list, which was criticized for including several non-violent Islamic groups, Saudi Arabia’s list outlawed the Muslim Brotherhood while excluding a range of Palestinian terror groups that target Israeli civilians, such as Hamas, Lebanese Hezbollah, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, to name just a few.

\textit{Turkey:}

In Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s haste to undermine Syria’s Assad regime, Turkey allowed its southern border to become a recklessly under-regulated frontier for the flow of funding, weapons, and the


\(^{173}\) Al Jazeera Mubasher, “تغريز في الجمهوري لقصر تزحف اليمنية المقاومة.. شاهد بالفيديو: العلاقاتаться ثقة” YouTube, August 15, 2015. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVWwO9hQ6s&feature=youtu.be&t=4m40s)


ammunition, and recruits to al-Qaeda and IS.¹⁷⁸ Last year, oil sales became IS’s largest source of income, and smuggling through Turkey seemed to be a primary destination for such shipments as well as for stolen antiquities.¹⁷⁹ At times Turkish border guards allegedly looked the other way, and while Ankara’s efforts may have gotten more serious in this regard, some believe it “created a monster” it no longer can control.¹⁸⁰ And according to Britain’s The Independent, “Turkish officials admit giving logistical and intelligence support to the command headquarters” in Idlib of the Army of Conquest, and “although they deny giving direct help to Al-Nusra, they acknowledge that the group would be beneficiaries” as a member of the Army.¹⁸¹

Turkey’s recent role as a mujahideen gateway for Syria and Iraq should come as little surprise to those who followed Ankara’s role involving several types of illicit finance over the last decade.

Turkey’s state-owned Halkbank reportedly helped state sponsor of terrorism Iran circumvent the spirit of international sanctions by purchasing billions of dollars worth of Iranian natural gas and enabling Iranians to move the proceeds in the form of gold.¹⁸² Iranian-Azeri businessman Reza Zerrab was accused of using exorbitant gifts and personal connections to members of Turkey’s cabinet in order to facilitate “irregular money transactions, mostly from Iran.” Moving “almost a metric ton of gold to Iran every day for 1½ years,” moving “a primary destination for such shipments as well as for stolen antiquities.”¹⁸³

Turkish press reports alleged Saudi businessman Yasin al-Qadi visited the country illegally four times between February and October 2012 without a passport or visa.¹⁸⁴ Qadi was supposed to be under a U.N. travel ban until the U.N. terror finance sanctions on him were lifted that October.¹⁸⁵

¹⁸² Jonathan Schanzer and Mark Dubowitz, “Iran’s Turkish Gold Rush,” Foreign Policy, December 26, 2013. (http://foreignpolicy.com/2013/12/26/iran-turkish-gold-rush/)
While there, he allegedly had a state escort and met Erdoğan, Erdoğan’s son, and Turkey’s intelligence chief.186

Along with Qatar, Turkey has also been accused in press reports of channeling up to several hundred million dollars in state funds to the U.S.-designated Foreign Terrorist Organization Hamas or entities under its control in the Gaza Strip.187

**Hamas’s Regional Financial Network:**

The U.S. Treasury Department imposed sanctions this September on four individuals and one company as “key players in Hamas’s international fundraising operational network.”188 Although Treasury did not explicitly say so, the reported activities of these entities reflect quite negatively on Riyadh, Doha, and Ankara.

The most well-known of these individuals was Salah al-Arouri, a member of Hamas’s politburo. The September sanctions represented the first time the U.S. government publicly confirmed that Arouli had used his base in Turkey to “oversee[] the distribution of Hamas finances” and “direct[] military operations in the West Bank.”189

The U.S. also sanctioned Mahir Salah, known as Abu Aref, who it said “has led the Hamas Finance Committee in Saudi Arabia, the largest center of Hamas’s financial activity.”190 It added that Salah managed front companies and laundered money for the group, charging that he “has overseen the transfer of tens of millions of dollars from Iran to Saudi Arabia,” and ultimately on to Hamas’s military wing in Gaza.191

Arabic news reports suggest that Mahir Salah also played a critical role supervising Hamas’s regional financial network from Jeddah, including major operations not just in Saudi Arabia but
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also in Qatar, Turkey, Egypt, and Sudan – often in the millions or tens of millions of dollars. What the Treasury Department also did not mention is that Saudi Arabia recently released him and his subordinates from prison.

Press reports suggest that Abu Aref was arrested by Saudi Arabia in December, and his detention was apparently on the basis of an American request, according to the Qatari-owned news site al-Araby al-Jadeed. However, soon afterwards Saudi Arabia’s King Salman succeeded his half-brother on the throne and began to embrace Islamist hardliners, making new overtures to Hamas and other groups associated with the Muslim Brotherhood. Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal was allowed to visit the kingdom for the first time in years, meeting the king and his powerful son Mohammed, among others. A main focus of the visit was to seek the release of Abu Aref and seven subordinates, a gesture allegedly granted at the end of their meeting with Prince Mohammed.

Another Jeddah-based individual sanctioned by Treasury in September was Abu Ubaydah al-Agha, a Saudi citizen with familial origins in Gaza who has managed his family’s Jeddah-based firm, Asyaf International. The U.S. government alleged that he was “a senior Hamas financial officer involved in investment, funding, and money transfers for Hamas in Saudi Arabia” and that Asyaf was “a front company” used to assist the group with money transfers, investments, and financial services since at least 2005.

It seems Abu Ubaydah’s late father Khairy Hafiz al-Agha may have been an unindicted coconspirator in the Hamas finance case brought by U.S. officials against the Holy Land Foundation. A Saudi-based Khairy H. al-Agha allegedly helped run a company that sent $1.3 million to HLF’s leaders and received $250,000 from them between 1988 and 1991. When al-
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Agha died in 2014, a reception was held in Qatar attended by Meshal himself, who said they had a “personal relationship” since the 1980s “in supporting the Gaza Strip.”

According to the Christian Science Monitor, Qatar briefly detained “two Hamas financiers” in late December 2014, a moment when Doha was under pressure from Riyadh to crack down on Hamas and other Brotherhood-linked groups; Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah passed away in January, and the detainees were swiftly released.

Sitting with Meshal at the wake for Khairy al-Agha was Mohammed al-Qawasmi, whom the Kuwaiti daily al-Seyassah described in January as a Hamas financial officer recently detained by Doha. Yet video footage from later this year shows Qawasmi speaking at another event in Qatar alongside Meshal. Notably, he was allowed to co-host a show promoting a Gaza fundraiser on state-controlled Qatari TV just last summer despite having long been identified as a local member of Hamas.

Like Qawasmi, Zahir al-Jabareen has been described as a Hamas official who reportedly worked from Qatar to channel funding from the Gulf into the West Bank for Hamas. Press reports suggest that he has since been spotted in Turkey, serving as a deputy to Arouri as part of a bureau in Turkey that trains new Hamas recruits. Also spending time in Qatar has been Maher Ubeid, a member of Hamas’s politburo who reportedly was put in charge of laundering tens of millions of dollars.
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of euros from Turkish territory, including allegedly from the Turkish state, to Hamas’s military and political wings in Gaza.\textsuperscript{211}

Coming back full circle to the challenge of kidnapping for ransom by terrorist groups, it is important to recognize that several key operatives in Hamas’s regional financial empire gained their freedom as part of the Gilad Shalit prisoner exchange, whereby over a thousand Palestinian and Israeli-Arab prisoners were released in an arrangement extracted by Hamas for a single captive Israeli soldier.

Arouri was released from Israeli prison some years before the Shalit deal, and his deputy Jabireen was freed as part of the swap. So were several others accused by Israel or in press reports since then of significant financial activities on behalf of Hamas via either Turkey or Qatar. They include Hussam Badran,\textsuperscript{212} Talal Shareem,\textsuperscript{213} Hisham Hijazi,\textsuperscript{214} and Jibril Juneid.\textsuperscript{215}

It would seem that these developments offer a cautionary tale as to one possible risk of exchanging hostages for ransom or other concessions to terrorists.

There would seem to be a similar unfortunate postscript to the case of the kidnapped Israeli soldier whose wife I watched the late Rep. Lantos try to console and reassure at a 2007 event in this very building. The next year, when Hezbollah returned that soldier’s lifeless body and the body of his colleague, it was in a trade for the bodies of 199 militants taken by Israel as well as in exchange for five living prisoners being held in Israeli jails.

One of those returnees, Samir Kuntar, had slaughtered five members of an Israeli family, including two young children, in a notoriously gruesome 1979 attack. This September, the U.S. indicated that Kuntar has joined Hezbollah, “emerg[ing] as one of the group’s most visible and popular spokesmen” and “play[ing] an operational role, with the assistance of Iran and Syria, in building up Hizballah’s terrorist infrastructure in the Golan Heights.”\textsuperscript{216}

\textbf{Policy Recommendations on Combating Private Donations to Terrorists:}

The United States needs a greater range of policy options to escalate the dispute when these allies refuse to take action against known financiers of groups linked to al-Qaeda. There are several key
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steps the U.S. government and Congress in particular can take to avoid the risk of America’s Specially Designated Global Terrorist list being a mere toothless piece of paper:

1. Encourage Administration Officials to Speak Out. The Treasury Department gets it: these countries are not reliable partners in the fight against private terror finance. But there is more that can be done to boost Treasury’s hand at eliciting cooperation from these states. Congress can play a much-needed role sensitizing other parts of the executive branch to the severity of this problem and to the risk that it could pose to America’s Mideast alliances. Treasury’s message would be far more compelling in regional capitals if it was being consistently echoed by the White House, State Department (including but not limited to Embassy Doha), Defense Department (particularly CENTCOM), Homeland Security, Justice, Commerce, and intelligence agencies. The White House should also be encouraged to give Treasury a free hand to go public with its concerns, as it did in 2014 by calling out Qatar and Kuwait for bad behavior.

2. Threaten to Take Independent Action. In cases where Washington is truly convinced of its intelligence that a resident in one of these countries is enjoying legal impunity for acts of terror finance, there are a range of independent actions that the U.S. could take to address the problem. First, it could privately threaten to seek that individual’s extradition, just as we do with drug lords, illegal arms dealers, and even crooked sports officials, in hopes of pressuring the host government to file needed legal charges on its own. Second, if that does not work, the United States could call for the individual’s extradition in public, shaming the host government for granting legal impunity to bad actors. Finally, the U.S. intelligence, military, and law enforcement communities could be given a green light to kill or capture the individual in the same manner that they do with other sorts of senior terrorist operatives.

3. Restrict Trade in Dual Use Items. The Export Administration Act of 1979 calls for strict licensing requirements for trade in dual-use items to countries that knowingly grant safe haven to operatives of terrorist groups, as many of these countries do, particularly in the case of Hamas. This list of goods includes items that a group like Hamas would love to get its hands on: advanced missile equipment, precursors for weapons of mass destruction, and technology for cyber warfare. Congress would be fully within its rights to warn the executive branch in letters, private meetings, or new legislation that it seeks to impose these sorts of penalties against countries such as Turkey and Qatar which have long been eager for advanced American technology but also are longtime hosts of military, financial, and political leaders for Hamas.

4. Seek to Amend the Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act. In 1996, Congress amended the Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act to let U.S. citizens sue state sponsors of terrorism in civil court for damages caused by terrorist attacks for which they bore responsibility. Congress could amend the FSIA again to extend that legal liability to governments that provide safe haven and legal impunity to terrorist operatives or financial facilitators of Foreign Terrorist Organizations with regard to acts committed by those FTOs. Unlike designated state sponsors of terror such as Iran, the negligent U.S. allies described in this testimony would be more responsive to such a threat because they have much greater exposure to the U.S. economy, and it would also concentrate the focus of the executive branch on pressing these countries to adopt more responsible behavior.